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In times of lingering economic recession, major transport infrastructure projects
tend to be deemed as catalysts for revival, where investments are expected to
provide positive effects on the economy starting from the job market, or else they
undergo severe review processes for budget constraints and assessing their feasibility and effectiveness in providing anticipated results becomes paramount.
This study enters a complex ﬁeld on the evaluation of high-speed rail
(HSR) systems, growingly dominated by a culture of skepticism and cynicism.
Once considered one of the safest and most efﬁcient transport modes, HSR has
gained a bad reputation, especially in Europe due to a number of drawbacks.
Criticism is foremost a comprehensible reaction to a great deal of political buoyancy for easily embarking on monumental projects, wasting public funds and rarely
answering on consequences. For instance in Italy, the Ministry of Transport has just
recently set up an archive to monitor incomplete infrastructures and understand
whether possible actions could turn them useful.
Certainly, HSR does have many criticalities, ranging from high capital costs to
important territorial impacts. However, it might still offer a wealth of untapped
opportunities to revive and innovate railways as a backbone for sustainable transport and mobility. Starting from this viewpoint, some issues pertaining to HSR
could be tackled to ﬁnd a suitable solution and progress toward a greater knowledge
on modalities and approaches for deploying HSR systems that could actually invert
the trend and restore a good name.
The seed idea for the present study was conceived back in 2005 after observing
news of aggravated protests against works on the Turin–Lyon HSR line to connect
Italy to France. Protesters were claiming little participation in the decisional process
and feared high external costs in terms of noise and landscape deprivation, along
with limited prospects of enjoying the positive outcomes deriving from the new
infrastructure. The marginalization risk for areas in the vicinity of HSR corridors
has stirred this study to explore what could facilitate the exchange of beneﬁts and
provide adequate answers to HSR accessibility issues at the regional geographical
scale. Experience on this further matured investigating cross-border sections of
HSR infrastructure and its impacts on sensible areas during collaboration on the
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POLY5 project (2011–2015) within the European Alpine Space Program. For this,
thanks go to Sandro Fabbro at the University of Udine.
Talking about accessibility deals with an equity aspect of sustainable mobility,
which stems from the desire of taking advantage of opportunities and resources by
seamless travel with least impacts on society, economy and the environment. This
interpretation integrates the notions of area coverage (e.g. potential users), convenience (e.g. service quality) and option value (e.g. service availability). In this
sense, accessibility allows to reflect on different aspects of the relation between
transport and land use and thus provide tools for planning purposes. However, it is
important to deﬁne the scale of intervention.
Unlike other infrastructure, HSR lines exploit their full potential when integrated
into a countrywide or even international network. At this geographical scale,
decisions are necessarily made at strategic administrative levels with consequent
top-down implementation approaches. In so doing, difﬁculties of consensus are
often encountered. At an intermediate scale, it becomes evident that HSR projects
need territorial contextualization. Accurate planning is essential to accommodate
into local territories what has been mapped out at strategic levels, although not
sufﬁcient. There is also need for communication, public participation and adaptation
to develop appropriate regional policies.
This study devised a method to aid decision-making and planning of HSR links
into a regional context by comparing alternative transit strategies for their ability to
work as interfaces, and in some cases even as substitutes, of HSR. Usually, substitution to HSR is known to bring adverse implications for the conventional rail,
especially in terms of reduced investments. If HSR tends to better serve only large
cities, the vast majority of areas outside the HSR network can only resort to car and
low-cost air mobility. On the contrary, planning for the development of access
transit options and regional networks might positively impact on the competitiveness of regions.
Examples of high-quality transit options can be found from a wide range of
speciﬁc advantages in cadenced, express, frequent or non-stopping service.
Regional metro rail (RMR) systems operate in Austria, Germany and Switzerland
serving both metropolitan and regional trafﬁc. These systems are characterized by
high efﬁciency and synchronized timetables. RMR could be upgraded to regional
high-speed rail (RHSR) by increasing operating speeds as in the case of regional
high-speed trains (HSTs) in the French region Hauts-de-France. Even light rail
transit (LRT) could overlap with high-performance systems through shared use of
railway lines. This integration of urban transit with regional rail is exempliﬁed by
the tram-train in use in the Karlsruhe, Kassel and Saarbrucken regions in Germany.
A further system was considered for comparison, i.e. continuous railway systems
(CRS). Although currently not in use, CRS were selected for the potential of
combining long-distance travel with local transit, still saving travel time. The choice
to describe and evaluate an unconventional rail system was dictated by the determination to extend study limits, as it should be for any research effort. In this case,
expert-based surveys were designed to obtain essential missing data to describe and
evaluate CRS. Anonymous respondents should be thanked for taking the time to
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inform this study. Their knowledge has been an incommensurable wealth. Many
thanks also to the translating volunteers, essential in opening the survey to the
world and unlocking important non-English resources. A special thanks goes to
Hans Voerknecht at the Dutch Knowledge Center on Trafﬁc and Transport (KpVV)
for providing a focus group in which to discuss critical CRS details.
The very same corpus of the present book derives from the revised, updated and
integrated PhD thesis written during a doctoral course of studies undertaken at the
Queensland University of Technology (Australia). For this, thanks go to all those
who lead me on the path of research, in particular Luis Ferreira and Jonathan
Bunker. Also, thanks go to Agostino Cappelli at the IUAV University of Venice for
initiating me on this long journey. Further, thanks go to companies/institutions for
their help in providing support and materials, such as Rete Ferroviaria Italiana
(RFI), in the persons of Antonio Basili, Renzo Ferrara and Antonio Perrone;
Cooprogetti; NET Engineering; Veneto Region, in the persons of Stefano Angelini
and Franco Migliorini; and all those who collaborated to the realization of this
book, not least those who granted permission to use their images.
Assessment outcomes indicate that transit options, planned and deployed in a
comprehensive manner along with HSR as access strategies, might eventually form
a synergic system capable to favorably work toward accessibility and sustainability.
Therefore, far from utopian dreaming of bullet trains, potentially followed by
insurgent protests, it is due time for soft and cautious approaches toward spatial
planning and territorial integration of infrastructures to accommodate high-quality
transport improvements into regional networks and for regional areas to enjoy
greater accessibility gains. The scope of this study could thus be far reaching and
relevant to those countries in the process of planning or developing HSR networks
to better understand possible interactions and implications with regional areas and
networks.
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